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Cost inefficiencies: the pension funds 

charge fee of 150 bps, which is 

significantly higher than online banks

Lack of transparency: the pension 

schemes are difficult to look through 

and hidden fees are not unusual 

1

2

Forces to change

Non-optimal structure of active 
occupational pension

High degree of complexity: the 

pricing structure is complex and fees 

are charged at various levels

3

Pension scheme erodes capital 
and holds back consumption

Minor amounts of pension in several 

pension funds from occupational 

shifts are eroding due to high fees

The erosion of pension is solely 

carried by the employee, who is the 

offer of non-optimal structures

Consequences

1

2

The average effective savings rate is 

lower than optimal, thus future 

consumption is held back

3

Decentralizing the active occupational pension scheme allows for competition, 
which effectively forces transparent and cost-efficient solutions for the employees

Required action

Decentralization of the decision power 
to benefit from competition

Giving decision power to employee 

instead of employer lowers the barriers 

to enter pension market

Lowering the barriers invites alternate 

bank such as online banks to enter the 

market for pension

1

2

Enhanced competition forces 

competitors to increase transparency 

and lower fees

3
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… with active occupational pension being the most interesting Pension savings is the second largest gross-asset for households…

The pension savings market accounts for 32 % of the total assets in Danish households
with active occupational pension accounting for the largest size of the pension market
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pension

Private savings
• Around 15% of Danes have a dedicated private 

pension scheme, with more saving regularly in other 

forms

State pension
• The government provides universal means-tested 

pension (“Folkepension”)

Compulsory occupational pension
• ATP is a compulsory, defined-contribution scheme

Passive occupational pension (former employer)
• In the case of occupational shifts (e.g. new jobs or 

retirement) the active occupational pensions becomes 
passive and can be moved at a fee

Active occupational pension (current employer)
• Around 90% of employees have active occupational 

pensions through their employers and/or union
• Contributions range between 12-18%, with average of 

15%

Size in pension 

market

Source: Case material, team analysis, websites of PFA, Danica & NordeaSource: Case material, team analysis
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… while also proving to be costly for consumersThe fee structure on pension savings is complex…

Looking at the three major pension funds, the fee structure is a complex mixture of direct, 
indirect and one time costs, adding up to high fees for employees with an average ÅOP of 1.5 %
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Administration 
costs

1,517

Investment costs

2,134

4,645

Other costs Total annual costs

Investment costs

4,166

Administration 
costs

2,151 2,015

Total annual costs

1,597

4,321

Administration 
costs

Total annual costsInvestment costs

2,724

Danica

PFA Pension

Nordea Liv
& Pension

ÅOP

1.6%

ÅOP

1.39%

ÅOP

1.42%

Administration 

costs

Investment 

costs

Other costs

A percentage of 
payments of 

1.5-4%

A percentage of 
total savings of 

0.6%

Operational risk 
charge of

0.35% of savings

Cost of 

changing

Fixed fee of

1,660 DKK

A percentage of 
payments of 

2-4%

A percentage of 
total savings of 

0.25% + a fixed fee

Fixed fee of
1,800 DKK

A fixed fee + a 
small percentage 

of payments

A percentage of 
total savings

Fixed fee of
1,806 DKK

Pension savings has both a complex and costly price structure with an 
average ÅOK of 4,500 DKK and an ÅOP of 1.5%

= Direct costs = Indirect costs = One time costs

Source: Cost calculators and company 

websites
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Source: Case material, employer interview, Net Promotor Scores, team analysis

Lack of transparency, cost inefficiencies and high degree of complexity characterize 
the current active occupational pension from both employee and employer’s point of view

Jane misses pension scheme transparency, and on 
top, fees are eroding her pensions from prior jobs

• Having changed job, Jane tries to figure out her pension

• Due to frequent job shifts, she has many minor pensions

• Collecting her pensions is time-consuming but doable

• But, prior pensions are eroded due to fixed yearly fees 

These factors describe Jane and 
Johns problems collectively

Lack of transparency

High complexity

Cost inefficiencies

John faces much complexity when negotiating with 
pension funds and often sticks with usual choice

• John manages the negotiations with pension funds

• Offers are complex and he sticks to former pension funds

• Conservatism forces low competition in pension market

• John is frustrated by making this decision himself

Analysis Solution Risks & Imp.ImpactSummary
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Transparency Simplicity Efficiency

Integration

Disintegration

Stuck in the middle

Decentralizing the pension market provides employees with higher autonomy, 
transparency and efficiency in the pension market

Integration

Disintegration

• Consolidating pension funds simplifies the 

choice made by the employers

• Higher efficiency is obtained by lowering 

fixed fees paid to competing pension funds

• However, consolidation removes 

competition leading to a less efficient 

pension market

• It is up to the employee to make a pension 

scheme decision

• Removing barriers to entry will create a 

more transparent pension market

• Increasing competition among pension 

funds reduces average fee charged

Analysis Solution Risks & Imp.ImpactSummary

Source: Case material, team analysis
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Pre-employment Employment Post-employment

Individual choice

Redefine process
Employee replaces employer in 

negotiation with pension fund, thus 
decentralizing decision power

• Employee and pension fund negotiate terms for 

administration of pension scheme, and 

employer exits negotiation 

• By dissolving the current structure of active 

occupational pension, decision power is 

decentralized to employee

• Spending 7 min/yearly on pension savings 

corresponds to 1 hour each 8.5th year, hence 

employee has enough time to make decision

Decentralization creates competition that 
lowers fees and enhances transparency

• The decentralization creates room to 

maneuver, essentially establish competition in a 

low-competition market

• Alternate banks as online banks enter market 

and bring cost-efficiency into play

• In competing for employees, online banks offer 

much lower yearly fees combined with 

transparent solutions to capture demand

Source: Case material, team analysis

By introducing “No default”, the decision power is decentralized, which creates room for competition, 
and consequently, employees enjoy benefits in terms of lower fees and more transparency

Analysis Solution Risks & Imp.ImpactSummary
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…where cost, individual choices and guidance are in focus Online banks provide an interesting value proposition…

Delegating the decision power allows employees to explore new online 
options in the pension market, providing an interesting value proposition

Saxo banks strives to get more out of your pension

Saxo bank gives investment opportunities and tools 

to enable customers to take an active part in 

investing their pension or leave it to them

Nordnet wants customers to take power of their 

pension

Nordnet wants the customer to choose how to 

invest their pension without annual fixed fees and 

with access to all investment products

Basisbank gives pension with clear prices

Basisbank offers a simple fee structure with an ÅOP 

of 1% on all products and a fee of 600 DKK on all 

services 

• No fixed fees for basic services

• Small variable fee of 0.05-0.1% of trading price 

with a minimum of 29 DKK

• Danish and foreign stocks

• Danish and foreign mutual funds

• Bonds

• ETF’s

• Certificates

• Investment-guides

• Morningstar ratings

• Portfolio-reports

• Access though all of your devices

• Computers

• Smartphones

• Tablets

• Pension funds are secured against losses through 

the Danish “indskyder- og 

investorgarantiordning”

Very small fees

Large freedom in 

choosing products

Guidance in 

choosing what’s 

right for you

Easy and 

convenient access

Secured against 

losses

Analysis Solution Risks & Imp.ImpactSummary

Source: Case material, company websites, team analysis
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Fixing savings rate at 15 % for active occupational pension, 
the estimated impact on average effective pension savings rate is 1.1 pp in absence of behavioral effects

7

Current pension scheme at a total yearly fee of 150 bps

150 bps is asset-weighted average of top 3 employer pension 

provides before tax in 2017

Ave. savings rate

15 %

Ave. yearly income

300,000

Ave. yearly savings

45,000

Ave. net savings

40,500

Ave. yearly income

300,000

Ave. eff. savings rate

13.5 %

New pension scheme at a total yearly fee of 40 bps

40 bps is total yearly fee of low-cost pension scheme offered by 

online banks

Relative ave. fee

40 / 150

Ave. yearly income

4,500

Ave. yearly fee

1,200

Ave. net savings

43,800

Ave. yearly income

300,000

Ave. eff. savings rate

14.6 %

Estimated impact on effective average 
savings rate is 1.1 percentage point

Source: Case material, team analysis, websites of PFA, Danica & Nordea
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Disintegrating the pension market will incentivize consumers to opt for the cheaper and transparent 
online providers, which will increase structural GDP by 1% over ten years due higher efficiency

Savings Investments Capital stock Gross Domestic Product

GDP

205020202010 2080 21002090207020402030 2060

Change in structural GDP per capita

• Pension savings increases by 8%

• Pension savings account for about 

50% of all savings

• Increase in general savings of 0.5 pp 

• Savings increases from 12.5% to 13%

• Increase in structural GDP of 1.2% by 

2027 and a steady state increase of 

2%

Dynamics on structural GDP

Analysis Solution Risks & Imp.ImpactSummary

Source: Case material, Statistics Denmark, team analysis

Impact on structural GDP

0,15%

1,2%

2,0%

1st year

10th year

Steady state
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A

Political inertia

C

Reluctance to use
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A
Prepare strong and fact-based analysis to emphasize 

potential benefits to society in general

B Establish educational campaigns to stress importance 

of well-balanced risk in pension scheme

C Enforce by law that employees choose pension fund

Risk assessment

B

Gamification

Mitigation efforts

HighLow Impact

Continuously monitoring effects

Legal assessment

Initiate contact important stakeholders

Prepare educational campaigns

2018 20202017 2019

Roll-out of disintegration
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Political inertia, gamification, and reluctance to use are important risks, 
but educational campaigns and fact-based analysis mitigate most of these

Beyond
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